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ABSTRACT
With the wide adoption of mobile devices, today’s location tracking
systems such as satellites, cellular base stations and wireless access
points are continuously producing tremendous amounts of location
data of moving objects. e ability to discover moving objects that
travel together, i.e., traveling companions, from their trajectories
is desired by many applications such as intelligent transportation
systems and location-based services. Existing algorithms are either
based on paern mining methods that dene a particular paern
of traveling companions or based on representation learning meth-
ods that learn similar representations for similar trajectories. e
former methods suer from the pairwise point-matching problem
and the laer oen ignore the temporal proximity between tra-
jectories. In this work, we propose a generic deep representation
learning model using autoencoders, namely, ATTN-MEAN, for the
discovery of traveling companions. ATTN-MEAN collectively in-
jects spatial and temporal information into its input embeddings
using skip-gram, positional encoding techniques, respectively. Be-
sides, our model further encourages trajectories to learn from their
neighbours by leveraging the Sort-Tile-Recursive algorithm, mean
operation and global aention mechanism. Aer obtaining the
representations from the encoders, we run DBSCAN to cluster the
representations to nd travelling companion. e corresponding
trajectories in the same cluster are considered as traveling com-
panions. Experimental results suggest that ATTN-MEAN performs
beer than the state-of-the-art algorithms on nding traveling
companions.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Discovering moving objects that travel together, i.e., traveling com-
panions, is an interesting problem in many real-world applications.
For example, in mobile advertising it is proven that consumers
who occurred at the same location at the same time generally
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exhibit commonalities in their taste [4]. us detecting groups
of consumers who walk together and advertising to them using
coupons in the same product category might increase the advertis-
ing response. Other applications concerning with nding traveling
companions include intelligent transportation systems, animal mi-
gration monitoring and public procession management.
Traveling companions can be discovered from the trajectories
of moving objects. An object’s trajectory is a sequence of its lo-
cation points sorted chronologically. Traveling companions are
thus moving objects with trajectories that are both spatially and
temporally close. Existing methods for mining traveling compan-
ions can be broadly divided into two categories: methods based
on paern mining [5, 8, 13] and methods based on representation
learning [7, 10, 11]. Paern mining based methods oen rst dene
a particular movement paern pertaining to traveling companions
based on some similarity measurement of their trajectories, and
then develop specic algorithms to extract the predened paerns.
e similarity measurements are oen based on point-wise Eu-
clidean distance and thereby require trajectories are aligned along
timestamp. However, real trajectories oen contain many missing
location points and have to be interpolated, which introduces addi-
tional measurement errors. Representation learning based methods,
on the other hand, do not rely on paern denition or point-wise
comparison. Instead, they learn the representations of the trajec-
tories using machine/deep learning models and then cluster the
representations to discover similar ones, which in turn represent
similar trajectories. Existing models either require certain amount
of feature engineering, or specic labels for supervised learning.
But in practice, feature engineering is oen problem dependent and
time consuming, which introduces extra overhead to representa-
tion learning itself. Yet trajectory labels are usually unavailable as
they are dicult to collect and oen have ethics issues. Moreover,
existing models focus more on learning spatial proximity between
trajectories, therefore they can only extract objects with similar
spatial features, which are not necessarily traveling companions.
To tackle the aforementioned issues, we develop in this paper an
unsupervised model using autoencoders, which learns the represen-
tations directly from original trajectories. e original trajectories
are not necessarily aligned along timestamp, and can be of vari-
ous lengths, i.e., having dierent numbers of location points. e
learned representations contain both spatial and temporal features
of the original trajectories, and thereby can be clustered to discover
traveling companions.
e model is inspired by the work of text summarization [2],
where paragraphs of similar topics are grouped and summarized.
us we propose to rst group the original trajectories using the
Sort-Tile-Recursive (STR) algorithm [6]. STR is originally used to
group spatial data for the bulk-loading construction of R-tree. We
use it to group the trajectories so that the trajectories within the
same group already have certain spatial and temporal proximity.
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en we feed each group of trajectories independently into an
aention-based encoder. e idea behind is to encourage closer
trajectories to learn more similar representations from each other.
en we use an encoder-decoder structure to reconstruct the input
trajectories, and use a decoder-encoder structure to learn the simi-
larity between the input trajectories, as we will show in Section 1.
e similarity is computed between the mean encodings of the
rst encoder and the intermediate encodings of the second encoder.
As we use global aentions to produce the encoding and a mean
operation to aggregate a group of encodings, we call our model
ATTN-MEAN Autoencoder. Once we obtain the trajectory encod-
ings using the trained model, we use DBSCAN (as always used
in literature [7, 11]) to cluster the encodings. e corresponding
trajectories in the same cluster are therefore considered as traveling
companions.
2 RELATEDWORK
e problem of nding moving objects that travel together has
been extensively studied over the past decade using data mining
algorithms. Some representative studies include Flock [1], Con-
voy [5], Swarm [8] and Gathering [13]. e authors in [5] dene
convoy to describe a generic paern of traveling companions of
any shape. A convoy is a group of at least m moving objects that
are density-connected with respect to a distance e during at least k
consecutive time points. A simple algorithm for discovering con-
voys is to perform a density-connected cluster algorithm at each
time point and maintain convoy candidates who have at least k
clusters during consecutive time points. en for each candidate,
an intersection of its clusters is conducted to test whether there
are at least m objects shared by all the clusters. To overcome the
high computational complexity, the authors propose to rst extract
candidate convoys based on simplied trajectories and then decide
whether each candidate is indeed qualied in the renement step.
e paern of swarms [8] further relaxes the constraint of convoys
by dening traveling companions as moving objects that move
within density-connected clusters for at least k time points that
are possibly non-consecutive. e goal of the work is to discover
all closed swarms, such that neither the object set nor the number
of time points of the swarms can be enlarged. As the number of
candidate closed swarms is prohibitively huge, the authors propose
two pruning strategies to eectively reduce the search space.
Recently, representation learning of trajectories has drawn lots of
aention because it requires very lile feature engineering and sim-
ilarity computation, since using representations naturally avoids
the problem of point matching. Studies mostly related to our work
include trajectory clustering [11] and trajectory similarity compu-
tation [7, 10, 12] via representation learning. e authors in [11]
use a seq2seq autoencoder to learn trajectory representations for
clustering tasks. ey rst extract trajectory features such as speed
and rate of turn and transform them into a feature sequence that
describes the movement paern of the corresponding object. en,
they feed the feature sequences into their model to learn xed-
length representations. Later the work in [7] proposes an RNN
based model to learn trajectory representations for similarity com-
putation. emodel does not require feature extraction and directly
learns from original trajectories represented by trajectory tokens.
However, the model training is supervised and requires to construct
training pairs by sampling from the original trajectories. Both stud-
ies in [7, 11] focus on nding trajectories with similar shapes, re-
gardless of their actual timestamps. Other studies like [12] propose
to inject additional semantic information such as environmental
constraints and trajectory activities into deep models, in order to
obtain more accurate trajectory representations for similarity com-
putation. Nonetheless, none of the existing models is designed
to learn simultaneously spatial and temporal proximity between
trajectories. As such they cannot be directly applied on discovering
traveling companions that are both spatially and temporally close.
3 THE MODELS
3.1 Representation of Trajectory Points
Firstly, we divide the entire space into square cells of the same size.
en, following the idea in [7], we use the skip-gram technique [9]
to pre-train the cell representations (or token) such that spatially
close cells have similar representations. So, each location point of a
trajectory can be represented using the token of the corresponding
cell the point falls in.
Secondly, to capture temporal characteristics, we propose to use
the positional encoding [3] technique to inject time information
into the above trajectory tokens. Positional encodings have been
used in the self-aention model to capture information about token
positions in a sequence. As a trajectory is an ordered sequence of
tokens, we could use the same mechanism to model the sequence.
We compute the positional encodings as Equation 1 and 2:
PE(ti , 2p) = sin( ti100002p/dcel l ) (1)
PE(ti , 2p + 1) = cos( ti100002p/dcel l ) (2)
where ti is the ith timestamp of the entire time duration in the data,
dcell indicates the embedding size of a cell, and p ∈ [0,dcell /2− 1].
Each positional encoding has the same size with the above token,
and is therefore added directly to it.
3.2 ATTN-MEAN Autoencoder
In order to encourage trajectories to learn more from their neigh-
bours, we propose to rst roughly divide them into groups w.r.t
their spatial-temporal proximity, and then feed each group indepen-
dently into the other autoencoder. We use the Sort-Tile-Recursive
(STR) algorithm [6] to group the trajectories. e STR algorithm is
originally used to pack spatially-close objects into minimum bound-
ing rectangles (MBRs) and construct a bulk-loading R-tree index of
the objects. Since each trajectory can be considered as an object in
a three-dimensional space (t ,x ,y), where t is the time dimension
and (x ,y) stands for the two spatial dimensions, we apply the idea
of STR to pack trajectories. Trajectories in the same MBR or group
are more likely to be traveling companions, and thus fed as an
independent group into the model.
e entire model is constructed using two autoencoders, as de-
picted in Figure 1. e encoder and decoder on the le-hand side
constitute the rst autoencoder, which is an ordinary LSTM au-
toencoder used to reconstruct the trajectories. On the right-hand
side, the encodings are rstly averaged using a mean operation and
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Figure 1: e proposed ATTN-MEAN model
then fed into a decoder. e decoded intermediate trajectories are
again input into an encoder to obtain the encoded intermediate
mean trajectories. en we force the encodings output by the le
encoder to learn from each other by computing the similarity be-
tween them and the encodings produced by the right encoder. us
the autoencoder on the right-hand side is indeed a decoder-encoder
structure. e two encoders and the two decoders have the same
structures and share the same parameters, respectively.
On the two LSTMencoders, we additionally use a global aention
mechanism to aggregate the hidden states of each step to form the
output encodings. e encoding contains more overall information
of the entire trajectory and boosts the model’s performance in the
experiments. In particular, we rstly initialize a global aention
vector a to calculate an aention score on each trajectory token, as
shown in equation 3,
αi =
exp(hTi · a)∑ltr
j=1 exph
T
j · a
(3)
, where hi is the hidden representation of point i , αi is the aention
weight of this representation and lT r is the length of each trajectory.
en, we use these aention scores to conduct a weighted sum of
the hidden state vectors of each trajectory, denoted by Htr ,
Htr =
ltr∑
i=1
αi · hi (4)
, where Htr is the nal representation of the trajectory.
For optimization, we compute the trajectory reconstruction loss
lr ec using mean squared error (MSE) for the le component, as
shown in Equation 5,
ιr ec ({(tr1, tr1 ′), · · · , (trk , trk ′)}) =
k∑
i=1
lMSE (tri , tri ′) (5)
where k is the batch size, tri denotes the ith trajectory and tri ′
is the corresponding reconstructed trajectory. en we compute
the representation similarity loss between the trajectory encodings
produced by the two encoders using average cosine distance, as
shown in Equation 6,
ιsim ({(tr1, tr ′), · · · , (trk , tr ′}) =
1
k
k∑
i=1
dCOS (Htri ,H ′tr ) (6)
where Htri denotes the aggregated encoding of trajectory tri gen-
erated by the encoder in the le component and Htr ′ denotes the
intermediate trajectory encoding generated by the encoder in the
right component.
rough minimizing both the reconstruction loss and similarity
loss, we force the encodings produced by the encoder to keep the
distinctive features of their own original trajectories as well as learn
similar features from their neighbours in the same group. As we
use global aentions and a mean operation inside and outside the
encoder, we call this model ATTN-MEAN Autoencoder.
4 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
4.1 e Dataset and Overall Settings
We obtain a trajectory dataset of the passengers in our collaboration
with an airport in Asia. e dataset contains 14605 trajectories with
about 719,507 points, and each trajectory has 20 to 120 location
points. We aempt to use this data to nd passengers who walk
together.
Using the dataset, we compare ATTN-MEAN with an LSTM au-
toencoder (LSTM-AE), Convoy [5], Swarm [8], T2VEC [7], BFEA [11].
For two paernmining based methods Convoy and Swarm, we com-
pare the number of extracted clusters with that discovered using our
learned representations. To comply with the two algorithms, we
conduct linear interpolations in the dataset, such that we generate
a synthetic point every 10 seconds for each trajectory, if necessary.
For T2VEC and BFEA, we also inject positional encodings into their
original input for a fair comparison. We use DBSCAN to cluster
the learned encodings and compare the clustering performance.
We only list the main results due to page limit. More experimental
results are available upon request.
4.2 Parameter Settings and Training Details
Group size and batch size. We set the group size and batch size
to 64 and 8, respectively. e group size is the size of MBR capacity
used in the STR algorithm.
Cell Size. We divide the entire airport space into square cells
with length 5 meters on each side, and obtain 15, 354 cells.
Embedding Size. We set the embedding size of the cell repre-
sentations to be 256. erefore the positional encoding for each
timestamp also has 256 dimensions.
Training Details. We use Adam stochastic optimization for
training with the learning rate 0.001 and weight decay rate 0.00001.
e training process is terminated when trajectory reconstruction
loss and representation similarity loss both converge. We observe
that all the three models converge aer 20 epochs.
4.3 Main Results
We employ three metrics to evaluate the clustering results, namely,
Davies-Bouldin Index, Silhouee Coecient and weighted average
entropy. A smaller Davies-Bouldin index and a high Silhouee
Coecient value indicate beer clustering performance in general.
To calculate the weighted average entropy of each cluster, we use
the nearest gate of each trajectory’s last point as its label. e idea
behind is that traveling companions are more likely to walk to the
same gate. For all these measurements, we discard all clusters of
size one, i.e., trajectories that are considered as traveling alone. We
vary the distance parameter epsilon of DBSCAN from 0 to 0.2 with
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(a) Davies Bouldin Index (b) Silhouee Coecient (c) Weighted Average En-
tropy
Figure 2: Clustering evaluation using three metrics.
increments 0.0001 and plot the three metrics for each epsilon. e
results are presented in Figure 2(a), 2(b) and 2(c), respectively.
We observe in Figure 2(a) and 2(b) that in general ATTN-MEAN
has smaller Davies-Bouldin Index and larger Silhouee Coecient
for varying epsilon, suggesting that ATTN-MEAN performs beer
than LSTM-AE, T2VEC and BFEA for both internal and external
criteria evaluation. We also observe in Figure 2(c) that ATTN-
MEAN produces smaller weighted average entropy than LSTM-AE,
T2VEC and BFEA for varying epsilon. is means that clusters
produced by ATTN-MEAN have fewer dierent gate labels, which
means the clustered trajectories are more likely to be travelling
companion.
Besides, We compare the number of clusters that have at least
two trajectories found by the two models with that extracted by
Convoy and Swarm. e results are presented in Table 1. For
Convoy and Swarm, we set k to be 18 (i.e., at least 3 minutes),m
to be 2, and vary e in (3m, 5m). For example, the rst row in the
table means that a convoy should have at least two trajectories with
distance less than 3 meters in at least 18 consecutive time points,
where two consecutive time points have 10-second oset. For our
two models, we simply show the results when they discover the
largest number of clusters. We observe that even for these relaxed
Algorithm Parameters Number of Clusters Single trajectories
Convoy k=18,m=2,e=3m 308 4629k=18,m=2,e=5m 814 3875
Swarm k=18,m=2,e=3m 756 4086k=18,m=2,e=5m 2431 2710
LSTM-AE 786 895
ATTN-MEAN 727 1112
Table 1: e clusters discovered by dierent algorithms.
parameter seings, Convoy and Swarm generate lots of single
trajectories that do not belong to any cluster. By contrast, our
models can group most trajectories into clusters.
4.4 e Eect of Positional Encodings
We also conduct an ablation study to show the eect of positional
encodings. We observe in Figure 3, ATTN-MEAN performs gen-
erally beer than ATTN-MEAN without positional encodings for
varying epsilon on all the three metrics. is proves that the injec-
tion of positional encodings helps our model to nd trajectories
that are both spatially and temporally close. e model without
(a) Davies Bouldin Index (b) Silhouee Coecient (c) Weighted average en-
tropy
Figure 3: e Eect of Positional Encodings.
positional encodings would nd trajectories with similar shape in
dierent time periods.
5 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this work, we propose an unsupervised deep representation
model ATTN-MEAN for the discovery of traveling companions.
We rst employ positional encoding and skip-gram techniques
to embedding the trajectories. e input trajectory token repre-
sentations are collectively embedded with spatial and temporal
information of the location points. en we use STR to group origi-
nal trajectories to encourage them learn from the neighbours. A
double autoencoder architecture with global aentions and a mean
operation is used to construct the model. Experimental results show
that ATTN-MEAN learns overall beer trajectory representations
than LSTM-AE, T2VEC and BFEA for discovering traveling com-
panions. In future, we plan to explore other mechanisms to fuse
the two autoencoders, and further improve ATTN-MEAN.
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